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Address EuroKera, S.N.C 
KERAGLASS 
rue Saint Laurent 
77167 Bagneaux sur Loing

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
EUROKERA, with its melting plant KERAGLASS, is one of the 3 main world-wide manufacturers of glass ceramic.

Its transparent ceramic glass, known as KERALITE or PYROCERAM III (in North America), is a unique high heat resistant glass, perfect for the use as
a stove or fireplace glass door.

Its special composition makes it transparent to the heating infrared radiation and the visible light for the users´ benefit. Its high resistance to thermal
shocks and high temperatures up to 700°C (1300 °F) makes it safe and secure.

Other properties of the EUROKERA transparent ceramic glass, such as the UV stoppage, are significant for special industrial use.

For both ceramic glass cooktops and fireplace glass doors, EuroKera offers a range of special features to enhance their ceramicglass panels. Ceramic
glass cooktops shaped for modern kitchen design even gas cooking on glass ceramic cooktops in a variety of colours and finishes. And for fireplace
glass doors, features like curved or bent panels and special coatings.
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